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Being successful in knowledge management is one of the most essential factors in any organization if
one wishes to succeed in business in the future. This aspect is emphasized particularly in knowledge
intensive organizations, such as software companies. Existing knowledge must be easily available for all
and it must be possible to bring new information to the attention of everyone. This article introduces one
example of a solution implemented to deal with this challenge. The case study described in this article
deals with software engineering measurement and related knowledge collection, distribution and also
utilization in practice. This example is one approach to trying to solve the challenges related to both the
growing needs for effective knowledge transfer and for enhancing the utilization of measurement in
software engineering.
Povzetek: Prispevek obravnava meritve programske opreme glede prenosa znanja.

1

Introduction

In a networking economy, which is typical of today’s
information society, the ability of organizations and their
members to cooperate, interact and share their
information and knowledge is a prerequisite for strategic
operation [1],[2],[3],[4]. Many studies support the view
that collaboration and knowledge sharing between
companies are effective means to enhance profit and
growth [5],[6],[7],[8]. Nowadays, the success of an
organization depends, maybe more than ever, on its
ability to create and share knowledge effectively and
efficiently [9]. There is a strong belief that the systematic
transformation of human capital into value requires
structural capital as a multiplier, to realize a sustainable
earnings
potential
for
the
organization
[10],[11],[12],[13]. This has forced companies to build a
co-operative relationship with other organizations and try
to increase their own learning and knowledge by utilizing
the knowledge sharing which occurs during this
interaction. However, successful networking and
collaboration with other companies demands great
openness, which is not easy for every company [14],[15].
This article gives us an empirical example of how to
implement and manage this in practice.
The research topic of the case study relates to
software engineering measurement. Measurement is one
of the key elements in receiving feedback and evaluating
the processes used in the organization. In software
engineering, as knowledge of measurement theory and
experience increase, measurement has begun to be
perceived as an effective method of understanding,
controlling, steering, predicting and improving software
development and maintenance projects [16]. Fenton and
Pfleeger [17] defined software measurement as the
continuous process of defining, collecting, and analysing
data on the software development process and its

products to understand, control and optimize the process
and its products. This definition describes quite
exhaustively what software measurement is all about.
Nowadays software measurement is one of the key
components in an organization’s ability to maintain their
competitiveness in a rapidly changing business
environment [18]. There is a growing need for the use of
objective information in decision making, and
appropriate measurement enables all levels in software
organizations to obtain this kind of objective information
[18]. Organizations need a deeper understanding of their
own processes and to do this, they need measurement
data on their current processes. Although the advantages
of measurement in the software development process are
indisputable, the popularity of use of measurement
methods in practice is rather limited [18],[19],[20].
Implementing measurement in software engineering
raises many challenges. Very often difficulties arise
when trying to focus the measurement. In many cases it
is unclear what should be measured and also how the
measurement data obtained should be interpreted
[21],[22]. Choosing the correct measurement entities and
ranking the importance of measurement indicators is a
challenging task [23],[24],[25].
A research project was established in autumn 2005
with the aim of examining and trying to find potential
procedures and techniques to solve problems related to
product and process measurement in software
engineering. This research was carried out in close
collaboration between two universities and Finnish
software organizations. One of the most essential sources
of information in this work was the current measurement
practices and metrics used in software organizations.
Determining a method and developing an instrument for
capturing, analyzing and sharing this measurement
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knowledge between individuals and organizations was
one of the central parts of the research. This article
describes the instrument developed, the information
system, for enhancing and transferring knowledge,
related to software engineering measurement. The main
contribution of this research was to give an example of
how knowledge transfer in software engineering
measurement can be organized and managed in practice.
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Background of the study
Principles and goals of knowledge
management

The starting point of the research was to understand the
basis of both knowledge management and software
engineering measurement. With regard to knowledge
transfer we must first understand the basis of knowledge
management. Figure 1 describes the theoretical
framework of knowledge management [26]. As we can
see, knowledge management (KM) refers to the activities
involved in discovering, capturing, sharing, and applying
knowledge. KM processes are meant to assist operations.
Furthermore, processes are supported by KM systems,
which are the integration of technologies and
mechanisms. KM sub-processes (such as combination,
socialization, externalization, internalization, exchange,
direction, and routines) facilitate the broad processes and
KM systems themselves rely on a current KM
infrastructure.

Figure 1: The concepts of knowledge management [26].
In general, knowledge management can be seen as a
matter of improving conducive ways of thinking,
practices and developing support systems to promote
knowledge sharing. Success in knowledge transfer,
which is one of the key issues in this study, is one
prerequisite for creating new knowledge and
organizational learning. The company must create a cooperative relationship with other organizations and try to
increase their own learning and knowledge by utilizing
the knowledge sharing and transfer which occurs during
this intercourse [27]. The overall aim is to reduce the
uncertainty of the operational environment by ensuring
that the company has the opportunity to access wider
knowledge of the business environment. Knowledge
sharing, which is a consequence of this kind of
collaboration, generates additional value for every
organization, in this case by increasing its knowledge
capital, thereby improving its competitiveness.

2.2

A case study – the SoMe project

The motivation for the research derived from issues
observed in relation to the software process and product
quality, at national level [28] as well as international
level [29],[30],[31]. The widely accepted assumption is
that software quality, in general, is caused by and
dependent on the quality of the software development
process. The accepted opinion is that most problems in
software quality are based precisely on problems in the
software development process [32],[33],[34]. In practice,
it has proved difficult to define the key functional
process and product measurements and many software
companies have found measurement to be challenging
and problematic [35],[36]. To promote a better
understanding of measurement and to offer a robust and
pre-selected set of metrics suitable for different kinds of
business goals, FiSMA (the Finnish Software
Measurement Association) [37], initiated the SoMe
(Software Measurement) project in autumn 2005 together
with Tampere University of Technology (TUT) [38] and
the University of Joensuu (UJ) [39]. FiSMA itself is a
non-profit making organization created to promote the
usage and utilization of software measurement to
improve the quality of processes and products. Its
members, who are also the participants of this study,
consist of nearly 40 Finnish software companies, plus
several universities and other public organizations. In the
context of the SoMe project, different instruments and
practices were studied to help solve the measurement
problems related to the quality of both software process
development and software products. The SoMe project
focused especially on experience-based measurement
data. Therefore, the sample was a set of software
companies (a total of 10) who perform process
measurement in practice. Nine of the participant
companies can be classified as small and medium size
companies (SMEs) [40], from the viewpoint of
organizational units involved in software engineering
(table 1). The common characteristics, shared by these
companies, are that their core business is the supply of
software projects and they carry out software
development independently.
Company A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Empl., total 195 200 200 220 280 450 1,200 3,200 15,000 24,000
Empl. In SE 195 30 200 200 150 35

30

120

5000

200

Table 1: Size of participating companies by the number
of employees
The main idea and the ultimate objective of the
SoMe project was to develop, in cooperation with the
participants, a common and open information system for
Finnish software companies to help monitor and measure
the quality of their software processes and products. The
final outcome of the SoMe project was an information
system implemented in a web environment based on a
large metrics database. The final database consists of
three different types of measurement information
(practical experience, literature and standards). The
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developed information system utilizes a web-based
repository of best practices.

3

3.1

Developing an instrument for
transferring software
measurement information
Method used for capturing, organizing
and evaluating the collected knowledge

One of the main targets of the project was to get as much
experience-based information in the database as possible.
Therefore, the empirical part of the research was based
on a series of interviews and questionnaires, created to
collect the experiences of the companies about individual
metrics and measurement practices in general. The
research method used was to conduct interviews to
address the research questions and the target group was
quality managers. Information on the metrics used and
current measurement practices were collected on a
spreadsheet-style form, providing the basic data for this
study (see Appendix A). The aim was to give as explicit
a description as possible of all the process metrics used
in the participating companies. The information on the
current metrics (Appendix A) was collected before the
interviews, because it provided the possibility to expand
on it during the interview session. Figure 2 describes the
process of how the knowledge was captured, modified,
evaluated and shared.
Knowledge sharing process

Internet
1.
Capturing
phase

2. Modifying
&

Organizing
phase

3.
Evaluation
phase

4.
Information
System
(web UI)
Metrics
database

Feedback channel

Figure 2: The phases for capturing and sharing
knowledge [41].
After the capturing phase, the collected information
was combined and organized by the researchers. The
information captured was pre-evaluated and analyzed as
to its suitability, usability and the correctness of the
examined topic. The captured knowledge was also
modified in the same framework. The metrics database
consists of individual items of information, knowledge
items, and the manifestations of these items are metric
documents. The formula for the title level and the
terminology used in all documents is congruent. This
solution helps the end user to read, perceive the logic and
make comparisons between knowledge items.
Before distributing the captured and modified
knowledge via the information system, the applicability
and intelligibility of the information together was
evaluated with representatives of the participating
companies (see ref. [41]). A support group was
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established inside FiSMA. The aim of this practice was
to evaluate the knowledge collected with the end users
before placing it in the information system and delivering
it to the organizations. All the companies involved were
able to take part in regular support group meetings. Other
publications in relation to the SoMe project [41],[42]
describe in more detail the process used for capturing,
modifying, evaluating and distributing the measurement
knowledge via the information system that was
developed.

3.2

Overview of the information system

The final outcome of the SoMe project was a
measurement knowledge base consisting of a large
metrics database. The expression of this final outcome is
a web-based information system for measurement
knowledge transition, which was successfully
implemented in April 2007. This information system is
meant for individuals and organizations seeking
appropriate software metrics and measurement practices
for their needs. It offers a bi-directional link, from
processes to metrics, and also vice versa. With the
metrics offered, the information system enables
organizations to utilize measurement for controlling and
monitoring their software processes and products and
thus enhances the quality of the software produced.
a.

Ideology of the system

The aim of the SoMe project was to develop an
information system which will enable organizations to
control and improve their software development process
and product quality. In relation to process quality,
process assessment models like the ISO/IEC 15504
process assessment model (SPICE) [43] and Capability
Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) [44] are available,
which allow evaluation of the quality of the current
software development process in the organization. For
process improvement work, organizations need a deeper
understanding of their own processes and to do this they
need measurement data [16]. With this measurement
information they can reliably seek and find improvement
objects in their processes [45],[46],[47]. This approach
was selected as the starting point of the development
work and steered the work throughout system
implementation. This aspect also guides the search
taxonomy design of the information system. The selected
search taxonomy was created based on the CMMI and
SPICE process assessment models (see Figure 3). The
aim of this selection was to for the organizations to
familiarize themselves with and utilize these assessment
models in their operations. This aspect is crucial for the
process improvement viewpoint. Assessing the actual
state of the current processes, which is also the first step
of process improvement actions, is one of the most
typical purposes of the use of measurement in software
engineering [23]. The main ideas for developing the
information system were precisely to help organizations
utilize measurement knowledge to control their software
development process and also to use measurement for
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supporting their process improvement work as well as
being the source of objective information for
management in their decision making.
b. Metrics database
The system itself works on a database, which contains
information about software measurement literature,
standards and actual metrics and measurement practices
used in software organizations. The metrics database
consists of individual items of information, knowledge
items (individual metrics). A standard form, a metric
document, is used for presenting each knowledge item.
The formula for the title level and the terminology used
in all metric documents is congruent with the others. This
solution helps the end user to read, perceive the logic and
make a comparison between the metrics. All the process
and product metrics in the database, carefully analyzed
relevant metrics collected from the participants (85
metrics) as well as additional relevant metrics found in
literature or standards (22 metrics), have been modified
using the same standard form.
The following knowledge exists on each individual
metric captured in the system: Purpose, Formula (if
required), Values (with a possible threshold value),
Usage, Workloads (establishing the metric, collecting the
data, using the metric), Risks, Experiences plus other
information and References. All this information was
collected with the spreadsheet-style form (Appendix A),
If required, in experienced-base metrics, this information
was supplemented and clarified during the personal
interview sessions. In addition to this, in the standard
form, the metric links to the search taxonomy can be seen
(the processes that the particular metric relates to are
shown). As an example, there follows a description of
one metric; Distribution of customer work, and its
information under the Usage title: “It is a derived metric
used mainly by upper management to monitor how the
maintenance work is distributed between corrective,
adaptive and perfective work. All maintenance work
must be classified (at least) into these categories and
recorded in the time tracking system. To calculate a ratio,
the formula is: work hours in one category divided by the
sum of all maintenance work hours. To use the metric, a
detailed time tracking system must be in use, where each
employee records his/her working hours. Once a month
the quality manager collects the totals of customer work
hours and presents them as a table or a graph. Inserting
data in the time tracking system requires manual work,
but after that the results can be calculated automatically”.
Appendix B describes the experience-based
measurement objects collected by the participating
companies. The ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) standard was
used as a framework to classify the metrics into suitable
categories named after the SPICE processes. An
evaluation is also presented of the given characteristics
(see Appendix A) in relation to the metrics used . A
more detailed analysis of the results of these user
evaluations is presented in a previous research paper
[48]. The experience-based metrics are collected from
companies whose capability levels varied between 2 and

3. The experience-based metrics inside the database can
be utilized mostly at a SPICE capability level of 2 (56
%), at level 3 (35 %), and 9 % at level 4 (see ref. [41]).
c.

Web-based information system

In the information system, the knowledge items
(individual metrics) are linked to the process groups
inside the assessment models. Every knowledge item
also includes information for all the process groups to
which it relates and in practice is linked. This
characteristic enables the user to see the dependence
between process groups from a metric viewpoint and
gives important information when planning measurement
activities (e.g. a measurement program). These
connections are also seen from the process group
viewpoint, as the proper metrics depend on the selected
process group in the selected assessment model (SPICE
or CMMI). This realization method enhances awareness
of the relationship between process assessment and
process measurement. As an example, Figure 3 presents
the results of one search; SPICE assessment model /
(Engineering process group) ENG 10 System testing.
After making the selection, the results (individual
metrics) of this search appear in the information system
display (see right of the figure). The user can see directly
all the related metrics and also a brief description such
as: the name of the metric(s), a short summary of each
metric and workload evaluation for establishing,
collecting and using the metric. Depending on the given
search selection, the system retrieves the particular
metrics from the database that are linked to the selection
(individual process group inside the assessment model).
Selecting a particular metric (by clicking on the metric
name field) calls up the detailed information of this
metric (see example in section b. Metric database).
Every user can examine and compare which metric or
metrics are appropriate and also compatible with the
needs and maturity of their organization. It is possible to
make a new search with a new search criterion as many
times as you want. Organizations decide and select an
appropriate set of metrics according to their needs
independently.

Figure 3: User interface (UI) of the web-based
information system
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The information system includes also a word search
alternative (see Figure 3) for searching for a suitable
metric. This feature was included because there may be
organizations that are not familiar enough with the
process assessment models to start using a system based
on them. The starting point for planning the system webuser interface (UI) was that it must display as well as
operate in such a simple way that the UI does not become
an obstacle to the use of the system. A clearly and simply
defined UI, both structurally and visually, is one of the
most important factors when introducing new technical
tools [49]. In this work, a lot of co-operation was made
with the participant organizations and the people there
were assumed to be the end users of the information
system. This method is perceived as a functional
approach when developing new applications for a certain
target group [50].
Certain interactive activities are also involved in the
information system. There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, as stated above, the environment in software
engineering is changing rapidly [51]. Therefore there
could be a need for adding, modifying or even deleting
some information related to the existing knowledge item
(individual metric) in the system. Also, during the
operation of the system, new experiences may arise and
this interactivity allows new information to be added and
also combined with the current item. This feature creates
a line of communication between individuals and
organizations, allowing them to share knowledge and
learn from each other. Additionally, the information
system includes a library. A glossary (see Figure 3) helps
the user if the terms or concepts used in relation to
measurement and metrics are not familiar. The terms and
concepts used are mostly based on the terms and
definitions used in software standards [52],[53],[54],[55].
This selection will guide the organization towards
harmonized use of the terms related to software
measurement.

4
4.1

Observations and evaluation of the
developed system
General observations

The results of the research worth considering and
evaluating are the research method used and the
information system that was developed. The analysis and
discussion presented here highlight some general
observations on the research. The method used proved
very useful for collecting and also evaluating
information. The attitude and motivation of the
participants to share their knowledge seemed very
positive and the empirical data received met the
requirements of the research. The method of data
collection (a data form combined with interviews) and
evaluating (with the support group) the data adds to its
quality (see ref. [41]). The starting point and aim was to
obtain more qualitative than quantitative data. The
selected method supported the set goal very well.
Overall, the method used during the research, as well as
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the created web-based information system for executing
knowledge management and sharing, seem to be
workable and seem to have achieved the goals which
were set. The decision to connect the participants in the
study from the very outset and the close co-operation
with them throughout the project proved to be a good
choice. This enhanced the knowledge-sharing process
itself and also ensured the appropriateness of the final
outcome. This method provides important information
and feedback also for researchers on how to develop the
system correctly and also maintained motivation for the
researchers during a long project.

4.2

Evaluation of the information system

Below are evaluated briefly the main strengths and also
some deficiencies of the information system.
Firstly, the strengths: It contains detailed
information, mostly experienced-based, on the metrics
involved in the system. With this information,
organizations can initiate, or confirm and improve their
existing measurement system. This kind of information
seems to interest organizations and is very relevant
especially if the organization wants or is intending to
establish a measurement system. The most significant
contribution from the technical point of view is a
bidirectional link between processes and metrics. This
feature helps and advises the users to identify the
relevant metrics for controlling the particular process.
The system guide advises the user on how to use
measurement as an instrument for software process
improvement. The user has the opportunity to see the
connection and the dependence between software metrics
and the software process groups. Becoming aware of
these correlations is very important when planning,
implementing or controlling the software processes or
their improvement. In comparison with the other
existing related tools, such as the knowledge PLAN and
FP workbench by Software Productivity Research (SPR)
[57] or the International Software Benchmarking
Standards Group (ISBSG) database [58], the advantages
of the new system are a closely specified description of
the metrics themselves, a guiding feature for searching
for the proper metric(s) and also an emphasis on software
engineering measurement. With regard to the SPR
(including information on over 2000 projects) or ISBSG
(over 8000 projects), one disadvantage is the amount of
purely numerical data. These systems are mainly
intended for effort estimation and scheduling and for
performing benchmarking. The SPR and ISBSG systems
are more focused on a project viewpoint, rather than the
process and product. One obvious strength of the new
information system is also the congruent terminology of
all the documents. This helps and advises the end user on
how to read, perceive the logic and make a comparison
between the knowledge items.
Secondly, however there are some deficiencies: the
system is only to serve the issues related to the software
process and product measurement; other subjects are
excluded. This factor limits the utilization of the system.
Also, the heavy emphasis on the software process
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assessment model which has been selected may be a
factor of uncertainty. This approach could be unfamiliar
to some of the users. Related to the users’ evaluation of
the requested characteristics of the metric used, it must
be noted that the answers are subjective. This may cause
a bias in the evaluation results if they are regarded purely
from a scientific point of view [59],[60]. It is also
noteworthy that the experience data has been collected in
organizations whose capability levels vary between 2 and
3. This fact must be taken into account when planning to
utilize these experienced-based metrics.
Finally, some suggestions for future work. It may be
useful to add some alternatives for the current search
taxonomy (SPICE and CMMI) into the information
system. For example, factors related to the organization,
such as size and capability level, could be pre-selection
factors when starting to seek the proper metrics. More
feedback is needed when decisions are made relating to
the improvement actions of the system. From a software
measurement viewpoint, one relevant topic for future
research could be to examine how the capability or
maturity level of the organization may affect the
utilization of the information system and how, and if, the
required measurement information varies depending on
the different levels. From a knowledge transition
viewpoint, and also to validate the method developed and
the tool itself, it could be interesting to implement this
method for some other research subject in software
engineering.

5

Summary

This article deals with the research based on issues
observed in relation to software process quality. In order
to examine the solutions, the research project (SoMe)
was established, with the aim of studying how
measurement can be utilized for solving this issue. The
goal was to collect the relevant and experience-based
measurement data for this purpose, and also to create an
appropriate information system for delivering the
received knowledge to the software organizations. This
article describes the method used and gives an overview
of the ideology and the structure of the developed webbased information system as well as the measurement
data included it. The generated system offers information
about different metrics and their applicability to
measuring different processes. It also gives an example
of how issues related to information can be collected and
one approach to solving its transition.
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AN APPROACH TO KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER...

Appendix A
Spreadsheet-style interview form for collecting detailed metrics information [42].
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Appendix B

A summary of current measurement objects (for the SPICE framework viewpoint) with user evaluation based on five
separate categories (effort requirements for establishing, effort requirements for use, reliability, accuracy and
usefulness) [48]. The four -point scale for evaluating each category is given in Appendix A.

